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Semiconductor laser Markov models in the micro-canonical,
canonical and grand-canonical ensembles
A semiconductor laser Markov picture
























































































































































































Gain medium + laser cavity
population inversion by pump














































































Two-mode Singlemode #2Singlemode #1
Modal competition
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Markov chain simple example
Algorithm 1: Gillespie algorithm : Monte-Carlo simulation
by Markov chain
begin
1 t = 0
while t < T do





τ = − ln rtΛ
3 random number re = U(0, 1) for the next event




4 update rates and state


















































































Markov chain model of semiconductor laser
States
Photon reservoir
B evenly-spaced energy states
in each band
B electrons in total
0 or 1 electron per level
Photons interact with electrons










































































































































































































































































































































































































































α + n2k(B − N)
]



































































Possible repartitions of electrons for a given energy
The analytic expression of the distribution in Eq.~6! forms
the basis of most subsequent calculations. When the system
considered is in contact with a heat bath~‘‘canonical en-
semble’’! the distribution is obtained by averaging the pre-
vious expression with the Boltzmann factor as a weight. This
leads to the series in Eq.~9!, Sec. IV. Finally, it is shown in
Sec. V that when the system is in thermaland electrical
contact with a large medium~‘‘grand canonical ensemble’’!
the FD distribution is recovered by further averaging. As
indicated earlier and also recalled in Appendix A, the FD
distribution may be obtained in a much more direct and gen-
eral manner. Nevertheless, it is useful to outline the steps
involved for a simple model.
Electron distributions and heat capacities for canonical
and grand canonical ensembles at thesame well-defined tem-
perature are found to be significantly different, unless the
system is large in a sense that will be made precise.
Electron distributions relating to isolated, canonical, and
grand canonical ensembles, are compared in Table II for the
case where the system~average! energy is equal to 6e. When
r is large~but not so large that the thermodynamic approxi-
mation is a valid one!, even modern computers are unable to
directly obtain electron occupancies. Our exact expressions
are then required. Figure 2 shows that for~average! energies
as high as 6000e, isolated-system distributions differ from
FD distributions. The agreement does not improve much by
selecting temperatures in the FD distribution different from
the one corresponding to the quoted energy.
One way of obtaining information about electron gases is
to look at the emitted light. This is our motivation for dis-
cussing in Sec. VI the statistics of light in optical cavities
containing electrons. It is proven in Appendix B that the
Einstein prescription relating to emission and absorption by
an atom agrees exactly with the statistical mechanical result.
The geometrical dimensions are considered constant
throughout the paper and we are not interested in the pres-
sure exerted by the electron gas on its boundaries. Thus sub-
scripts introduced in thermodynamics to indicate that the
volume is kept constant are omitted.
II. ONE-ELECTRON ENERGY LEVELS
The simplicity of the treatment given in the present paper
rests on the assumption of evenly spaced energy levels. As is
well known, this is the case for spinless particles forced to
move in one-dimensional quadratic potentials~quantized





wherek50,1,... ande is the energy spacing. If the factor 1/2
is suppressed by redefining the origin of the energy we have
simply: ek5ke. As a concrete example, consider electrons
submitted to a very large magnetic field directed along thex
axis and to an electrical potentialV(x)5x2. The magnetic
field forces the electrons to one-dimensional motion and, fur-
thermore, separates in energy electrons with spin 1/2 from
those having spin21/2, so that the two spin states may be
treated separately. The electrical potential ensures harmonic
motion.
Modern electronics employs quantum wires of small cross
section~about 10 nm310 nm) and lengthL ~see Ref. 7 for a
technical discussion!. These wires are made up of small
band-gap semiconductors embedded into higher band-gap
media, so that the electrons get confined within the wire. Ifv
denotes the electron~group! velocity in the energy range of






whereh denotes the Planck constant. A typical value of the
energy spacing forL51 mm is e'1 meV. As pointed out in
Ref. 6, in many cases the smooth variation ofv may be
Fig. 1. System co taining seven electr ns. The ergy levels are labeled by
k, with k50 at the Fermi level~defined one-half energy step above the
zero-temperature highest energy!. The columnr 50 corresponds to zero
temperature. The central part of the figure labeledr 56 exhibits the 11 ways
~microstates! of incrementing the energy byE56e. The last column gives
the numbermk of electrons occupying some energy level, read off the cen-
tral part. The average number of electrons^Nk& is obtained by dividingmk
by W(6)511.
Fig. 2. Ratio of the isolated electronic occupancy^Nk& from Eq.~6! and the
Fermi–Dirac~FD! occupancŷ Nk&FD from Eq.~16! as a function of the FD
occupancy, for the same~average! energyr taken as a parameter.
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Ratio between Microcanical and FD occupancies for




(−1)i W [r − i(κ + i/2)]















































































































































αL = 0.615 αL = 0.616 αL = 0.617
Stable dual-mode solution exist but only a very tiny range of laser parameters
[8] L. Chusseau et al., “Monte Carlo modeling of the dual-mode regime in quantum-well and quantum-dot























































We may use canonical occupancy at laser level.
nk(N , q) =
Z (N − 1, q)qk
Z (N , q)
[1− nk(N − 1, q)]
Canonical Occupancy






nk(N + 1, q) =
(1− qN+1)qk
qN − qB





















Canonical vs. Microscopic difference


















Microscopic : Non exponential
distribution
∃ Solution to restrain fast E-E
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Photon Fano factor for microscopic at pump rate 210
Canonical






































Photon Fano factor for microscopic at pump rate 210
Canonical






































Photon Fano factor for microscopic at pump rate 210
Canonical





























Monte-Carlo semiconductor laser simulation based on Markov chain
requires electron presence at lasing levels → different statistical ensembles.
Grand-canonical: thermal light → nonsense for a laser.
Micro-canonical: accurately, but considers only closed systems.
Microscopic: take thermalization into account.
Satisfactory from physical point of view but was very slow.
Canonical: shortcut in Markov chain















































photon difference normalized 




1 hour → 1 sec
No occupancy congestion


















bimode− cavity_l= 0.7 , cavity_h= 0.5
























bimode− cavity_l= 0.6247 , cavity_h= 0.575291




noise dependence of modal competition
